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ABSTRACT
Rinehart, Benjamin. M.S., Department of Biomedical, Industrial & Human Factors
Engineering, Wright State University, 2016. Design and Evaluation of a Fiber Optic
Shape Tracker for Use as a Navigational Aid in Endovascular Guidewires and Catheters.

Endovascular intervention is the current gold-standard for screening and treating
aortic aneurysms and complications caused by peripheral vascular disease (PAD). A
typical endovascular procedure begins with inserting an endovascular guidewire into the
femoral artery via incision. A catheter is then threaded over the guidewire and both tools
are then navigated to the treatment site. The navigation is guided solely by fluoroscopy
(x-ray) imagery that is performed throughout the duration of the procedure. Not only does
this method provide limited 2-D guidance, but also exposes the patient and medical staff
to high levels of radiation. This thesis research focuses on the design of a shape tracker
which can be used to aid in endovascular navigation by providing shape information of
endovascular tools to the physician. Design of the fiber optic shape tracker includes a
fiber optic cable instrumented with semiconductor nanocrystals, quantum dots (QDs), to
act as point sensor fluorophores. To facilitate design development this research focuses
on optical fiber micromachining, QD characterization, QD deposition pattern
optimization and Sensor integration evaluation. Final prototypes showed the capability to
detect multiple bend in a single fiber and to interpret bend direction from fiber output
using a novel QD “grouping” method.
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1 Background
Abdominal aortic aneurysms (AAA) are the 17th leading cause of death in the
United States at 15,000 deaths per year. Endovascular aortic aneurysm repair (EVAR) is
the preferred method of treating aortic aneurysms, with 75 percent of aortic aneurysm
repairs performed in the United States being done so endovascularly. About one in every
250 people 50 years or older will die from a ruptured aortic aneurysm, according to
statistics reported by the CDC. Many of these deaths would be preventable with early
detection or treatment. However, complications arise in the elderly population where
open surgery would be too traumatic and current EVAR can be too lengthy of a
procedure, depending on the degree of the aneurysm and associated vessel tortuosity.
Peripheral artery disease is a common disorder in America, particularly in
individuals over the age of 40 where there are 8.5 million individuals that have been
diagnosed. PAD occurs when the blood vessels outside of the heart begin to narrow,
typically caused by atherosclerosis. Constriction of the blood vessels results in higher
blood pressure and increased sensitivity to further particulate deposits on the inner vessel
wall. These symptoms can lead to serious complications such as blood clots, ulcers on the
lower limbs, severe pain, stroke and death. Treatments for PAD are routinely delivered
through endovascular intervention.
1.1 Endovascular Intervention
During an endovascular procedure a guidewire (Fig. 1) and catheter (Fig. 2) are
used to navigate through the vasculature to the target site and deliver the required
treatment.
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Figure 1 Typical J-tip wire (Bentson) used during AAA
procedures, courtesy www.medicalexpo.com

Figure 2 Range of catheter tip styles typically used in
endovascular intervention

The physician begins by making a small incision in near the patient’s hip. The
guidewire is then threaded through the incision into the femoral artery. The physician will
typically access the femoral artery on the opposing side of the treatment site, allowing for
increased leverage. The guidewire is then advanced into the iliac artery. This initial
insertion and any advancement of the guidewire from this point forward is done under
fluoroscopy. The monitored navigation is performed to avoid collisions and perforation
of the vessel walls. Once the guidewire is firmly inserted the catheter is then advanced
over the guidewire until it reaches the tip. A combination of leading with the guidewire
and providing leverage and curvature with multiple types of catheters is performed to
reach the target site.
The blood vessel pathway being navigated during endovascular intervention is
highly tortuous and mostly rigid. Guidewire and catheter manipulations by the physician
are limited to two degrees of freedom, which causes the high navigation times. The
degrees of freedom available to the physician are longitudinal advancement and axial
rotation of the guidewire and/or catheter. Also, each patient has a slightly different
2

vascular anatomy. Major landmarks and vessels remain similar, but twists and turns
throughout the peripheral vasculature can be completely unique from patient to patient.
Unique vessel orientations must be carefully navigated by the physician to avoid scarring
or puncturing of the vessel walls. High amounts of time and radiation are spent during
these junctures to avoid costly mistakes because the 2-D visualization techniques are not
adequate to work quickly with high efficacy.
Once at the target site the treatment is delivered. Treatments can range from
angioplasty or stents to drugs and ablation therapy. The treatment equipment is delivered
to the target site through the lumen of the catheter. Stent implantation and angioplasty
require precise placement of the stent and balloon, respectively. The requirement for
precise delivery forces the physician to spend a long time lining up equipment before it is
deployed, which further adds to radiation levels.
After treatment has been delivered the physician will assess treatment efficacy.
The catheter will be slightly retracted from the target site and a relatively high amount of
contrast is injected upstream from the treatment site. While this contrast flows through
the vasculature continual fluoroscopy is applied. The physician will assess the contrast
flow, which is representative of blood flow, through the treatment site and associated
vessels. The treatment and procedure are deemed a success when proper blood flow has
been restored. Once normal blood flow patterns are confirmed the equipment can be
removed. First, any treatment delivery equipment still in the vessel will be removed
through the catheter. Next, the catheter will be pulled out over the guidewire. Both of
these removals can be performed without fluoroscopy, since the equipment and catheter
will follow the path of the guidewire. However, the removal of the guidewire is
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performed under fluoroscopy to avoid unnecessary rubbing against the vessel walls
which will lead to injury.
1.1.1 Advantages of Endovascular Intervention
The primary alternative to endovascular intervention is open surgery, with
endovascular intervention holding many advantages. Whenever an open surgery is
performed on an artery the aorta must be clamped. This puts a large amount of stress on
the heart and even renders the procedure impossible in older patients or patients with
cardiac disease. Additionally, open surgery requires cutting into the target site and cutting
through the surrounding vasculature which results in high recovery times and the
potential for lethal injuries inflicted on the patient. When performing endovascular
navigation the trauma caused to the blood vessels is contained to a small incision in the
femoral artery and any minor frictional scarring caused by guidewires or catheters
rubbing against the vascular wall. All in all, endovascular aneurysm repair (EVAR) is
widely thought of as a safer approach than open aneurysm repair. The New England
Journal of Medicine reports a 30-day operative mortality rate of 4.3% in open repair and
only a 1.8% mortality rate in patients undergoing EVAR from 1999 through 200433. An
even larger difference was reported in a higher risk populations. A study focusing on the
elderly population in the United States (mean age=78 years) from 2001 to 2008 found
that the perioperative mortality rate for was 47.7% for open repair and only 33.8% for
EVAR. This study also found that from 2001 to 2008 the use of EVAR for abdominal
aortic aneurysm (AAA) repair increased from 6% to 31% of cases. Over this same time
period the 30-day mortality rate for AAA repair in general (including both procedures)
decreased from 55.8% to 50.9%9.Studies have also shown that operation time is
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significantly shorter with EVAR when compared with open surgery and EVAR
procedures have a significantly higher proportion of patients with no complications,
which leads to shorter average hospital stays for EVAR patients 29. When compared with
open surgery, endovascular intervention is faster, safer and more accessible. The reduced
duration of hospital stay may also reduce cost for the hospital and patient.
1.1.2 Disadvantages of Endovascular Intervention
While being a novel advancement, the main disadvantage of endovascular
intervention is the large amounts of radiation exposure received by the patient and
medical staff. Fluoroscopy images (Fig. 3) are continually obtained during the procedure
in order to perform safe navigation.

Figure 3 An example fluoroscopic image obtained by injecting contrasting dye into the renal artery, courtesy
www.mercyangiography.co.nz
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Data has shown that the radiation levels received by the patient and medical staff during
endovascular procedures are comparable to levels considered to be borderline dangerous
for a patient 22. A study performed by Lekovic et al. goes on to explain that radiation
exposures of this level have been linked to increases in the risk of developing
meningiomas, gliomas and nerve sheath tumors. Current technology does not allow for
these levels to be decreased because the physicians have no other method of obtaining the
navigational information needed to perform the procedures. In order to obtain the
necessary information multiple fluoroscopy snapshots are continuously captured,
particularly while navigating tortuous sections of the vasculature. Using this
methodology causes the procedure to be constantly paused and interrupted in order to
apply the contrast agent. As a result, procedure duration and radiation doses are increased
even further1,2. Another possible complication resulting from fluoroscopy is contrastinduced nephropathy. Although occurring at low incidence levels of around 2% in the
general population 14, patients with diabetes, congestive heart failure and impaired renal
function exhibit incidence rates as high as 30% 14,17. Diabetes, heart failure and impaired
renal function are all common disorders experienced in patients who also suffer from
peripheral artery disease (PAD) and aortic aneurysms, making contrast-induced sickness
a significant threat.
1.2 Research Goals
The main goal of this research was to design a fiber optic shape tracker that can
track the shape of an endovascular guidewire or catheter in three dimensions. The
information collected by the shape tracker could then be displayed as a navigational aid
overlaid onto the computed tomography angiographic image captured for the patient. The
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shape tracker would provide 3-D visual feedback to the physician that is not currently
available in the clinical setting. Studies conducted by Cao and Milgram in the
colonoscopy space showed that clinicians experienced higher navigational efficiency
when they were provided with additional shape information of the colonoscopy shaft
mid-procedure3. After analysis of these results Cao et al developed a novel technology
which utilized an optical fiber and fluorophores to monitor bending information along the
length of the fiber in three dimensions (US Patent Numbers US8219180 B2 and
US8725234 B2). This thesis describes the work involved in modifying the Endoscopic
Fiber Optic Shape Tracker (EFOST) technology for use in the endovascular space.
The main motivation behind this thesis research was to develop a prototype
design for a multi-axis shape sensor using a single optical fiber. The research performed
for this thesis is a continuation of two previous theses focusing on the Endoscopic Fiber
Optic Shape Tracker (EFOST) project completed by Jessica Eisenstein and Robb
Gavalis4, both also under the guidance of Dr. Cao. The EFOST project aims to utilize
optical fibers outfitted with semiconductor fluorophores (quantum dots) to serve as point
sensors for shape tracking. The principal EFOST design works to capitalize off of light
leakage in an optical fiber subjected to bending. At certain points along the length of the
optical fiber the cladding is removed and quantum dots are deposited into the created
wells. As the fiber bends light will leak out of the core and excite these quantum dots
located in the cladding, causing them to fluoresce. As the bend in the fiber increases,
more light will leak out which will cause higher intensity fluorescence to be emitted from
the quantum dots. It is in this way that the bend intensity can be measured at certain
points in the fiber. A basic outline of the final system design is shown below in Figure 4.
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Spectrometer

Excitation
Source

EFOST Fiber

Figure 4 Basic Layout of the EFOST system

To track bends along each axial direction each sensorized region will be
implemented with three QD deposits, spaced 120 degrees apart around the circumference
of the fiber (Figure 5).
Zone 1
Cladding

Core

Figure 5 Cross-sectional view of fiber sensorized region
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Spacing the quantum dot (QD) zones 120 degrees apart around the circumference of the
fiber will allow for tracking bends in the entire 3D space. Bends located at the precise
location of a QD zone will cause strong emissions from the specific QD of that zone and
bends occurring between QD zones will cause weaker emissions from the two QD zones.
So, the EFOST design is capable of measuring both bend intensity and the axial location
of the bend around the fibers circumference. Implementing multiple point sensors along
the length of the optical fiber will allow for the shape of the fiber to be interpreted. The
main goal of this thesis research was to design a prototype bend sensor with one optical
fiber which is capable of detecting bends in two sensorized regions.
In order to accomplish this goal, the research focus was broken down into four
main areas: 1) Fiber Micromachining Preparation, 2) QD Characterization and 3) QD
Deposition Pattern Optimization and 4) Sensor Preparation & Evaluation. Each of these
main areas were then further broken down into constituent sub-focal areas. Design
parameters were then chosen for these sub-focal areas depending on the performance
variables that were deemed most impactful on successful prototype performance for each
sub-area. Finally, a set of experiments was designed to evaluate the performance of the
various design choices making up each sub-focal area. The highest performing design
choices for each of these areas were carried through to the final EFOST prototype design.
2 Fiber Optic Shape Tracker Design
2.1 Optical Fiber
Optical fibers are long, thin strands of silica or polymer that are used to transmit
light from one end to the other. The most common use of fiber optics is
telecommunication, however they have been used in a wide variety of fields such as
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imaging optics, sensors, light displays and power transmission. Optical fiber technology
is founded on the theory that light can be guided by refraction, which was first
demonstrated in the 1840s by Jean-Daniel Colladon and Jacque Babinet[REF]. Further
development of the technology occurred over the course of a century until the first
modern day glass-clad fiber was used to develop a flexible gastroscope at the University
of Michigan in 1956 [REF]. From this point forward silica fibers were the standard fiber
optic device. In recent years polymer-clad fibers have seen surges in development and
application because of their low cost and high strain resistance. These fibers have been
traditionally limited to applications in structural monitoring of large civil structures
which avoid the main limitation of polymer fibers, large transmission distances and
erratic temperatures32.
As shown below in Figure 6, modern day optical fibers are made up of three
concentric layers: buffer, core and cladding.

buffer
cladding
core

Figure 6 Cross-section of the typical fiber optic structure

The fiber transmits light from one end to the other by containing propagating light
within the core of the fiber. This is achieved by manufacturing the core and the cladding
out of materials with ideal optical properties. The light is contained within the core
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through means of refraction. Light refraction is a phenomenon that occurs when the
direction of propagation is changed duer to a change in the transmission medium. This
phenomenon is further described by Snell’s law [REF]:
𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝛩𝛩1 𝑣𝑣1 𝑛𝑛2
=
=
𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝛩𝛩2 𝑣𝑣2 𝑛𝑛1

Where 𝛩𝛩1 is the angle of incidence and 𝛩𝛩2 is the angle of refraction. Variables 𝑣𝑣1

and 𝑣𝑣2 refer to the relative speed of light in mediums 1 and 2, while 𝑛𝑛1 and 𝑛𝑛2 refers to

the relative indices of refraction of those materials. In order to confine the light within the
core of the fiber the refractive index of the core must be higher than the refractive index
of the cladding. This relationship creates a very low critical angle, which is the minimum
incident angle required to result in total internal reflection. Therefore, light will travel
through the core of the fiber and continually reflect off of the core/cladding wall until
reaching the distal end of the fiber if the incident angle stays above the critical angle.
Since the light travels a fixed path once in the fiber, the initial entry angle of light into the
fiber will determine if said light will leak out of the fiber or be totally internally reflected.
This information can be used to determine an “acceptance cone” for the fiber. This is the
range of entry angles that result in an incident angle greater than the critical angle for the
given fiber structure. The maximum angle that light can enter a fiber and still be totally
internally reflected is used to determine the numerical aperture (NA) of the fiber, by
taking the sine of that maximum angle. An optical fiber with a higher numerical aperture
will therefore have a larger acceptance cone. Figure 7 shows a representation of these
light propagation mechanics in an optical fiber.
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Figure 7 Reflection mechanics in an optical fiber. Θ0, Θc and Θ1 represent the angles of
incidence for light beams A0, Ac and A1 , respectively. Θc also represents the critical
angle for this particular fiber. A1 is lost as leakage because Θ1 < Θc while Ac and A

Optical fibers carry significant advantages over other signal transmitting devices,
some of which are especially important to this research. For one, optical fibers are
immune to electromagnetic interference. Since the optical fibers are carrying light
photons and not electrons like a copper wire the transmission efficacy is not effected by
electromagnetic interference. This is crucial in a clinical setting where numerous
electrical devices may be used at any given time, all providing some sort of
electromagnetic interference. Also, because the optical fibers are constructed out of silica
or polymers they do not conduct electricity. Optical fibers can be freely used around
other electronics in a clinical setting without the fear of short circuiting equipment or
transmitting electrical impulses into the human body. For application specifically in the
endovascular space the small size and high flexibility of optical fibers provides a good fit.
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2.2 Quantum Dots
Quantum dots are nanocrystal fluorophores manufactured from common
semiconductors, such as silicon or cadmium. QDs are unique from other fluorophores in
that their emission wavelength is largely dependent on the size of the nanocrystals. For
example, cadmium telluride QDs are manufactured with crystal diameters of 2-10 nm.
The smallest nanocrystals will produce the highest emission wavelength of 780
nanometers and the largest nanocrystals will produce the lowest emission wavelength of
510 nanometers. However, since all of the crystals are made of the same material (CdTe)
they will experience similar absorption spectra. A single wavelength can be applied to
excite the entire range of QDs. In effect, multiple fluorescent emissions can be generated
with a single light source. This phenomenon is caused by the principle of Quantum
Confinement, explained below.
A semiconductor nanocrystal is formed when the associated electrons are fixed
into a lattice formation. When the semiconductor nanocrystal absorbs a photon the energy
that was carried by the photon will cause an electron(s) to jump from the valence band to
the conduction band, known as the band gap energy. In this high energy state the electron
is unstable and will eventually release energy in the form of an emission photon in order
to drop back to the valence band. However, while energized the electron able to freely
move about the lattice formation. Therefore, an electron hole is formed in the space
where the electron was previously fixed. The average distance between this free-roaming
electron and the electron hole that it left behind is known as the exciton Bohr radius.
Light emission by fluorescence occurs when the excited electron relaxes to the valence
band and drops back into the hole. The energy of the emitted photon is the sum of the
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band gap energy, the confinement energies of the hole and excited electron and the bound
energy of the exciton as this is all of the energy released when the electron drops back
into the hole. The band gap energy and the bound energy of the exciton are dependent on
the nanocrystal material. However, when the radius of the nanocrystals is smaller than the
exciton Bohr radius of its constituent particles the confinement energies are no longer
dependent upon the material involved, but are dependent upon the space available in the
nanocrystal. By tuning the nanocrystal size the confinement energies of the electron and
electron hole will be tuned as well. Tuning the confinement energies will effectively tune
the energy of the emitted photon. Since energy is inversely related to wavelength, the
wavelength of the emission photon will be tuned to the inverse of the change in
nanocrystal diameter.
Alexey Ekimov first discovered QDs in 1985 and they have experienced a major
push in research and manufacturing resulting in a wide range of QD types and sizes
wavelengths7. QDs hold many advantages over traditional fluorophores which has led to
a wide range of applications such as biosensors, photovoltaics, energy-efficient displays
and computational devices. The main advantage for quantum dots is the high tunability of
the emission spectra. Utilizing a wide range of unique QD emission signals within a
system while allows for complex integrated systems to be designed on a small scale,
increasing application flexibility. Their emission spectra are also very narrow and
symmetrical, able to be modeled as a Gaussian distribution28. When compared with other
fluorophores QDs yield high photostability and resistance to photobleaching. Both of
these qualities are important in the clinical setting where exposure to chemicals and
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radiation sources can be frequent. Lastly, the broad absorption spectra allows for the
prediscussed simultaneous excitation of numerous QD sizes to be easily achieved34.
3 Current Shape Tracking Technologies
3.1 Fluoroscopy
Fluoroscopy involves projecting an x-ray source onto a fluorescing substance
during intervention. While fluoroscopy is currently the most popular guidance tool in
endovascular intervention, it does have certain drawbacks involving health risks. During
the procedure, multiple x-rays must be projected through the patient in order to give
continuous feedback to the physician on how spatial positioning of the guidewire,
catheter and treatment equipment has changed. Such radiation exposure can cause
damage to the patient and medical staff, which has led to the FDA invoking strict
guidelines and releasing a report warning against the dangers of fluoroscopy after they
received multiple incident reports 31. Endovascular intervention involving fluoroscopy
has been shown to cause significant somatic DNA damage to develop2.
3.2 Electromagnetic Trackers
Electromagnetic (EM) shape tracking systems determine spatial orientation of an
object by embedding electrical sensor coils throughout the target object. A magnetic field
generator is then used to produce a varying magnetic field. A changing magnetic field
will induce a current in the wires of the coil, thereby producing a voltage as well. The
voltage characteristics are dependent upon the distance and angle from the magnetic field
origin. Measuring and analyzing the voltages produced at the numerous sensor coils
allows for shape information to be obtained. The magnetic fields used are of low field
strength, but can still easily pass through human tissue, enabling tracking without
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requiring a clear line of sight. Electromagnetic tracking systems have been introduced for
use in endoscopic navigation, producing favorable results16. While these sensing systems
show promising results in endoscopy, their size is a limiting factor in endovascular
applications. Average lumen diameter ranges from 4-10 cm depending on age and
gender, however the average lumen diameter for the femoral artery (access point for
endovascular procedures) ranges from 4-7 mm. This order of magnitude difference is
more than enough to render the current sensor coil technology too large for practical use.
Recent studies have attempted to assess the usability of two of these types of tracking
systems in EVAR procedures. The Northern Digital Aurora and the Medtronic
StealthStation® EM tracking systems were used to perform EVAR in phantom models as
part of a larger study assessing all possible navigational assistant/guidance systems for
use in EVAR6,8. In these studies the StealthStation was limited to navigational studies
performed on a rigid phantom and did not provided conclusive evidence to support the
extension to clinical trials. The Aurora system saw positive results in phantom trials and
was extended to a clinical study. However, the system did not show a decrease in
procedural time or radiation exposure when used to guide a catheter26. Aside from being
present technology causing the systems to be large and inflexible, EM tracking systems
are also very expensive, with market prices in the range of $50,000. This price tag is a
large step up from normal catheters, which cost less than $100 per tool for the hospital to
purchase.
3.3 Fiber-Optic Trackers
Luna Innovations Incorporated (Roanoke, VA) has developed a fiber optic
sensing tool which can perform strain measurements. The Distributed Sensing System™
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(DSS) 4300 uses a single fiber optic cable to measure strain along the length of the fiber.
This is done by implementing Fiber Bragg Gratings (FBG) along the length of the fiber
which behaves as point sensors and each reflect the same nominal wavelength. When this
type of fiber is used in tandem with the sensing fiber produced by Luna the system has
the capacity to perform strain measurements at a spatial resolution of one centimeter31.
The system is able to distinguish the reflected wavelengths by using sweptwavelength interferometry. The system will measure the sensor’s backscatter amplitude
and phase versus distance to determine the amount of strain at each FBG along the length
of the fiber20. Swept-wavelength interferometry is capable of a spatial resolution on the
micron scale, which will not limit the resolution of the system. In practice, the DSS
system is able to generate accurate strain measurements at a high spatial resolution20,31,
however the system requires expensive detection hardware because of the high resolution
capabilities. Also, feasibility of the DSS in medical procedures has yet to be determined.

4 Fiber Micromachining
EFOST sensor fabrication begins with the micromachining of the optical fibers.
Since it was previously determined that a single type of optical fiber will be used for the
duration of this research, the primary design parameter evaluated in terms of fiber
micromachining was the micromachining of wells into the cladding of the optical fiber. A
key component of an effective sensor is generating a high base QD signal. This can be
influenced by the concentration and quality of the QD solution used, but can also be
effected by the type of wells that are used. Past EFOST research has shown that laser
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cutting wells into the cladding of the optical fiber will produce good QD signals12. In this
research the laser cut holes are used as the starting point for well fabrication.
The fibers being used for this research are were 300 micron core diameter, 325
micron cladding diameter, polymer-cladding, silica-core fibers with a numerical aperture
(NA) of 0.39. Past research has been conducted to determine the optimal fiber to be used
for bend sensor modification. It was previously determined that the optimal fiber will
have a high numerical aperture (NA), a large core diameter and a core-cladding
composed of silica-polymer. The fibers chosen in this research have an identical core
diameter as those used previously while also having a slightly higher NA (0.39 vs 0.37).
The amount of bend loss that will occur in the fiber is determined by the core size and the
NA of the fiber material. After transitioning to endovascular applications core size is
restricted to 300 microns, so a high NA is required to experience detectable bend loss
levels.
4.1 Razor-Cut Fibers
The initial cutting method used was to cut the cladding away with a razor blade.
This method, although crude, allowed for the holes to be spaced apart longitudinally as
well as circumferentially. An example of a razor-cut fiber well is shown below in Figure
8.
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Figure 8 Microscopic image of a razor-cut hole in the cladding of a 300 micron core diameter optical fiber

These razor-cut wells harbor some deficiencies. First, the edges of the cut are not
clean. This will lead to inconsistencies when it comes to the exact volume of each razercut well. Also, the razor-cut wells are not able to remove the entire thickness of the
cladding. The cladding thickness that can be removed with the razor blade is limited
because of the fiber cladding diameter (325 micron) being much smaller than the width of
the razor blade, which is approximately 0.6 cm wide. Furthermore, the curvature of the
fiber cladding also does not provide a flush cutting service for the flat razorblade, further
exasperating this effect.
4.1.1 Methods
Fibers cut with a razor blade (henceforth referred to as “Razor-cut fibers”) were
subjected to the same bending test that was performed on the laser-cut fibers. It was
found that offsetting the holes longitudinally on the fiber also serves to increase the
bending strength of the resultant modified fiber. The optimal way of applying this offset
was to cut the first well, then rotate the fiber 120 degrees and cut the next hole with a
longitudinal offset distance of the predetermined value. The fiber is then rotated another
120 degrees and the third hole is cut with another offset distance being applied. Offset
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distances from 0.5 to 3.0 cm were tested at half-centimeter iterations. Preliminary tests of
these fibers showed an optimal offset distance of 1.5 cm as any offset distance above this
point provides no additional bend strength improvement.
Therefore, the holes were cut 120 degrees apart and also offset 1.5 cm along the
length of the fiber. Five fibers were again prepared and evaluated using the bending test
which was previously developed.
4.1.2 Results
The five razor-cut fibers exhibited maximum bend angles of 40, 40, 45, 50 and 50
degrees. These results deliver a mean of 45 degrees with a standard deviation of 5
degrees.
4.1.3 Analysis & Discussion
The razor-cut fibers performed close to the specifications predetermined
according to common bends of the iliac arch. The razor cut fibers exhibited, on average,
maximum bend angles exactly in line with the desired value of 45 degrees at a ROC of
3.0 cm. However, with a standard deviation of 5 degrees in these maximum bend angles,
it was shown that some razor-cut fibers will perform below this desired threshold. For
these fibers to be viable for use in endovascular surgery their average maximum bend
angle at 3.0 cm must be increased. To accomplish this, the fibers must be further
modified to increase bend strength in the form of bonding agents.
4.2 Laser Cut Fibers
Partnering with Mound Laser Photonics Center (MLPC) has resulted in an
improved well drilling technique to be developed. This technique allows allowed for
groups of three 100 micron holes to be drilled around the circumference of the fiber
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(Figure 5). A femtosecond micromachining laser was utilized to deliver precise edge cuts
and depths of 12.5 cm (cladding thickness). The precise maneuverability and computer
controls of the laser system enable holes drilled with exact and repeatable spacing along
the length of the fiber.
Drilling of the wells into the optical fiber was first attempted with a femtosecond
laser ablation system, as previously described. This technique produced wells with clean
cut diameters and precise depths verified to be 12.5 microns. An example of one of these
“laser cut” wells is shown below in Figure 9.

100 microns
Figure 9 Fluorescent mircroscopic image showing a 100 micron hole cut into the cladding of an optical fiber

The ringed ablation pattern visible in the base of the well shows the single pass
technique used to produce these cuts. Using a Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM)
these wells were shown to be an average depth of 12.5 microns. For these particular
fibers (Thorlabs FT300EMT) the core diameter measures at approximately 300 microns
and the cladding diameter at 325 microns. This leaves a cladding single-wall thickness of
approximately 12.5 microns, meaning that our laser cutting technique was able to ablate
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the entirety of the cladding wall. In theory, this will allow for the highest level of light
leakage out of the fiber core, thereby transferring the maximum amount of source light to
the QDs during bending.
4.2.1 Methods
Wells were drilled into the fiber in the same manner as shown in Figure 8 with
three wells drilled 120 degrees apart along the circumference of the fiber constituting one
sensorized region. In order to test these fibers for efficacy the mechanical strength of the
fibers must first be evaluated. To evaluate mechanical strength the laser cut fibers were
subjected to a bending test to find the maximum bending angle the fibers can withstand
before failure. In order to emulate the stresses that will be applied during an endovascular
procedure the bend radius during these tests is set to 3 cm, which is an average bend
radius for the iliac arch.
A total of 50 fibers were initially prepared using the laser-cutting method. A
sample of 5 fibers were randomly chosen for mechanical strength evaluation. First, the
straightened fibers were placed with the modified region flush against a cylinder (radius
of curvature = 3.0 cm). These fibers were then bent around the cylinder with a step
increase of 5 bending degrees applied during each iteration. After each bending step was
applied the fibers were check for breaks both visually under a looking glass and also by
applying a slight (< 1 N) tensile force to the fiber. This tensile force is applied to pull
apart any fiber which has experienced slight fractures, but is also kept low enough
intensity to where the tensile force will not be able to cause breaks or fractures in an
undamaged fiber. This process was continued until the fiber experiences failure. In terms
of this study, a partially fractured fiber becoming fully fractured by tensile force and a
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fiber becoming fully fractured by increased bend angle alone are considered the same
type of error. This is because both failures cause high amounts of light leakage that will
render the sensor inoperable.
4.2.2 Results
The five fibers evaluated with the bending test resulted in maximum bend angles of 10,
15, 15, 20 and 20 degrees. These bend angles were recorded as the highest attainable
bend angle without failure. Meaning a fiber which failed at 25 degrees was reported as
having a maximum bend angle of 20 degrees (the previous bend angle step
measurement). These data delivers a mean of 16 degrees and a standard deviation of 3.74
degrees from the mean.
4.2.3 Analysis & Discussion
The average failure state for these laser-cut fibers was much lower than the 45
degree average bend angle that is experienced during EVAR procedures which results in
these fibers being inadequate for implementation as shape trackers. Since these fibers are
not usable in their current state they either need to be further modified to add more
strength or the cutting method must be altered in order to decrease the amount of fiber
weakening that occurs during the process.
To proceed a two part approach was taken. A solution to strengthen the laser cut
fibers was investigated. At the same time an altered approach to the fiber cutting method
was developed. Fibers manufactured from this alternative cutting method were then
evaluated for strength using the same protocol as was used on the laser cut fibers. Also,
fibers modified with both well drilling methods were also strengthened with a bonding
material, resulting in a third and fourth set of modified fibers. The fibers strengthened
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through an additional bonding agent outperformed the unstrengthen counterparts.
Ultimately the two well drilling techniques further strengthened with a bonding agent
were evaluated against each other in terms of bend test performance.
4.3 Bonding Agents
Possible strengthening methods investigated included sealants, adhesives and
mechanical shrink wrapping. Sealants used included porcelain caulk, 100% silicone and
liquid electrical rubber. The nature of the fiber polymer coupled with the low binding
strength of these materials resulted in low levels of adhesion with the fiber itself, which
translated into no increase in fiber bend strength. In terms of mechanical shrink wrapping
the small scale of the optical fibers was the largest barrier. The smallest commercially
available shrink wrap tubing was found to be of a 2 mm diameter. This size of shrink
wrap is still approximately 4x larger than the 500 micron buffer that the tubing would
have to seal around. Also, the level of heat required to apply the shrink wrap tubing
resulted in scorching and melting of the buffer layer surrounding the optical fiber. This
left us with adhesives as the last technique investigated to increase bending strength.
A large number of adhesives were investigated in this part of the study with most
of them belonging to the ketone or methyl-ethyl based family. However, wood glue,
acrylic adhesive and optical fiber connector epoxy were also evaluated. Through
experimentation on laser-cut and razor-cut fibers two adhesives were found to generate a
large increase in the bending strength of the fibers. These two adhesives were Loctite ®
Vinyl, Fabric & Plastic Flexible Adhesive and E6000 Industrial Strength Adhesive. The
results of using these adhesives on both types of fibers are shown below in Table 7
alongside the bend test data previously measured for fibers with no bonding agents.
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Table 1 Average Maximum Bend Angle with Varying Strengthening Mediums
(Degrees)
No Adhesive

Loctite®

E6000

Laser-Cut

15

30

30

Razor-Cut

45

60

90

These results show that the razor-cut fibers administered with the E6000 adhesive
exhibit the most bending strength on average when compared to the other methods. From
this point on the fiber manufacturing method used was razor cutting the holes at a 1.5 cm
longitudinal and 120 degree circumferential offset with E6000 adhesive being applied
after QD deposition.
Although the laser-cutting technique generates cleaner cut holes with more
precise depths, there are some functional problems with the holes. The first of these is a
low resulting mechanical bend strength. Ablating the entirety of the cladding to cut the
laser holes resulted in a relatively high degree of weakening to occur. Even when
strengthened with the highest performing adhesives the fibers with laser-cut holes were
unable to perform bend tests at our minimum specifications, rendering them incompatible
with endovascular use. Also, the small size of the laser-cut holes increases QD deposition
difficulty. Using pipette tips as low as 10 microns in diameter resulted in QD solution
droplets about 150 micron in diameter. These droplets are unable to be precisely
deposited in the small laser wholes, resulting in low amounts of QDs being exposed to
activation light. For both of these reasons the laser-cutting method needs significant work
before it can be considered a viable option.
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The next step in the manufacturing process of these fibers was to deposit QDs
into the wells. However, spectral analysis techniques were first developed for the QDs to
be used
5 QD Characterization
In order to interpret the QD output signals some sort of analysis technique must
be developed. However, before an analysis technique can fully be developed the QDs to
be used must be characterized. The dynamic range and accuracy of the bend sensors both
depend on the emission output intensity levels output by the QDs. The most effective
manner of increasing output intensity levels of a given QD solution is to increase the QD
concentration in said solution. Thinking along these lines it seems that we should supersaturate out QD solutions to be used in our sensors. To determine if this is indeed the
optimal technique to be used, the effects of increasing concentration levels in QDs was
further explored.
5.1 QD Concentration
Past research performed by Lunz et al.23 has shown a emission peak wavelength
dependence on concentration for QD monolayers. Specifically, the QD layers exhibited a
red-shift in emission wavelength as the concentration increased. The investigators
attributed this shift to Forster Resonance Energy Transfer (FRET), which stems from the
transfer of energy between two light sensitive molecules.
The FRET theory describes a physical phenomenon in which an excited molecule
can transfer energy to a relaxed-state fluorophore instead of emitting the energy as
fluorescence. FRET has been shown to be distance dependent, and was originally used to
measure the distance between two fluorophores5. FRET theory has been used to describe
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an emissivity dependence upon concentration in QD layers23,27. However, the magnitude
and degree of this relationship in commercially available QD has not been well
characterized.
FRET theory describes the occurrence of energy transfer between light sensitive
molecules in close proximity (Figure 1). In brief, when a “donor” molecule is excited, an
expected jump across the energy bandgap for that given compound (1) is observed.
However, after internal relaxation (2) instead of radiating as photon emissions, the energy
is transferred to a close-proximity light sensitive molecule “acceptor” (3). The excitation
energy for this acceptor molecule is not as high as the excitation energy in the donor
molecule due to energy lost to internal conversion and vibrational factors in the donor
molecule. As a result, the band-gap in the acceptor molecule is now smaller. Therefore,
the emission energy of the acceptor molecule (5) is less than what the emission energy
would have been in the donor molecule (3, left). In the case where these two molecules
are of the same chemical make-up, the emission energy of the donor molecule is less than
the typical emission energy for molecules of this compound. The decreased energy of the
emissions manifests itself physically as a red-shift in emission wavelength.

Figure 10 Jablonski diagram of the typical FRET mechanism. In our studies, the "donor" and "acceptor" molecule are
both QDs
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5.1.1 Methods
Three CdTe quantum dots (PlasmaChem GmbH, Berlin, Germany) of various
sizes, with optimal absorption around 400-500 nm and peak emission wavelength of 530
nm, 550nm, and 570 nm, respectively, were selected for investigation. The experimental
setup (see Figure 10) included an excitation light source, provided by a Coherent Inc.
(Santa Clara, CA) CUBE 405-100C continuous-wave, circular beam laser with center
wavelength of 405 nm and beam diameter of 2.0 mm at 25.4 cm, and a CCS175 compact
CCD spectrometer with active wavelengths of 500-1000 nm (Thorlabs, Newton, New
Jersey). Data sheets for the laser source and spectrometer are available in Appendix A
and B, respectively. The spectrometer was fitted with a cosine corrector to allow for
accurate free-space measurements.
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Excitation source

Cosine Corrector

QD sample vial

Figure 11 Apparatus and setup for gathering sample spectra in QD concentration analysis study

QD solutions in various concentrations were prepared (see Table 1) by
suspending colloidal CdTe QDs in distilled H2O for each of the three QDs (530 nm, 550
nm and 570 nm). The solutions were contained in plastic vials (which did not affect
emissions) held in place via clamps screwed into an optical table. The excitation source
was set at 53.0 mW and placed 25.4 cm from the test vial. QD solutions and fluorescence
measurements were taken with the spectrometer placed flush against the test vial and set
to an integration time of 100 milliseconds. A spectra of the highest concentration sample
was gathered first. This sample was then diluted to concentration #2 and another spectra
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was gathered. The sample was progressively diluted until a spectra was collected at every
concentration in Table 1.

Table 2. Solution Concentrations
Used for the CdTe QD Study

The emission spectra were first smoothed using a Gaussian fit, as quantum dots exhibit
nearly symmetrical emissions that can be modeled as Gaussian15,28. A MATLAB
(Mathworks Natick, MA) program was then used to find the peak, and the corresponding
wavelength, for each spectrum. Peak emission wavelength vs solution concentration for
each QD was compared for the 3 QDs.
5.1.2 Results
The results of this spectral analysis study are shown below in Figure 11 and 12
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Figure 12 Representative smoothed spectra for the three types of quantum dots at maximum, mid-range and
minimum concentration
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Figure 13 Peak emission wavelength as a function of concentration for the three quantum dot sizes

Figure 11 shows the smoothed emission spectra for each of the QDs at three
representative concentrations: 10 mg/ml, 1.665 mg/ml and 0.37 mg/ml with 10 and 0.37
being highest and lowest concentration, respectively. Figure 12 shows the center of the
emission peak for each spectra as a function of concentration, within each QD size. A
linear fit model was calculated for each data set, as well as an R2 value.
5.1.3 Analysis & Discussion
Of particular note is the linear regression magnitude differences between each
case. The 530 nm QD showed the lowest magnitude, while the 550 nm QD was slightly
higher and the 570 nm QD showing the largest linear trend. The emission wavelength of
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a QD is directly proportional to the size of the dot19. This trend of increasing magnitude
of linear relation as QD size increases hints at a relationship between QD size and shift
magnitude.
Results of the varied concentration tests show that the peak emission wavelength
is dependent upon QD concentration for the three QDs that were studied. Not only did the
peak emission wavelength shifted to a higher wavelength with increasing concentration,
the size of the shift increased linearly as concentration increased. The three QD sizes all
showed a positive correlation between concentration and peak emission wavelength,
however each size experienced a different rate of change.
As the diameter of a QD increases the energy of the emission light decreases.
Therefore, larger QDs will emit light on the red side of the spectrum while the smaller
QDs will emit light on the blue side of the visible spectrum. In this study, the solution
consisting of the smallest diameter QDs (530 nm labeled emission wavelength)
experienced the lowest correlation magnitude, while the solution of the largest diameter
QDs (570 nm labeled emission wavelength) experienced the highest correlation
magnitude. This trend can also be explained with the FRET theory. It has been
established that FRET is a distance dependent effect, where a larger distance between
molecules decreases the observed occurrence of FRET. In this study, the results also
suggest a relationship between QD size and magnitude of red-shift. To verify, an
extended study was necessary.
When it comes to QD selection the above results are of key importance. This
relationship allows one to weigh concentration vs. emission intensity optimization against
concentration vs. peak emission shift optimization. As the QD concentration is increased
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the emission intensity will also increase. This will result in signals with higher SNR,
resulting in lower degree of difficulty in differentiating those signals. However,
increasing the QD concentration will also cause those QDs to exhibit an increased redshift in peak emission. As results show, QD solutions can experience 20+ nm worth of
red shift at high concentrations. With the QD emission separated by only 10 nm
potentially large amounts of signal aliasing can occur. As a result of these studies we can
better optimize the QD selection to avoid aliasing while still attaining acceptable SNR
and emission intensity values.
5.2 QD Characterization Extension
In order to further investigate FRET shifting linearity among a wider variety of
QDs an extension study was performed. This study followed the same steps as above in
section 5.1.1 except the number of unique QDs tested was increased. Specifically, 12
unique CdSe QDs with emission wavelengths ranging from 550 to 730 nm were
evaluated. The purpose for this extension was to verify that the FRET shifting retains a
linear relationship with solution concentration over a wider variety of QDs. Also, the
presence of a correlation between FRET shifting magnitude and QD size was an aim to
be investigated.
5.2.1 QD Characterization Extension Results

In Figure 12, below, the relationship between peaks emission center wavelength
and solution concentration is shown for the spectrum of QDs investigated.
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Figure 14 Independent Graphs for each QD size showing the characterization results for shifting emission peaks as a
function of solution concentration.
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Each graph above represents the center of emission peak versus concentration
correlation for a unique QD size, denoted in the individual graph titles. For each of the
QDs the shift magnitude was calculated from the slope of the trend line in each of the
individual graphs of Figure 13. Figure 14, below, shows these shift magnitudes as a
function of QD emission wavelength (QD size).

Figure 15 Shift Magnitude for each of the 12 CdSe QDs shown as a function of QD type (QD size)

Another attempt at visualizing a relationship between QD type and shift
magnitude is to plot the maximum shift for each QD (at any concentration) against the
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QD types. For all QDs evaluated the maximum shift occurred at the highest evaluated
concentration, 10 mg/ml. These results are shown below in Figure 15.

Figure 16 Maximum center peak emission shift for each QD type. Max peak emission shift occurred at the highest
concentration of 10 mg/ml for each QD sample type

5.2.2 QD Characterization Discussion

Extending the QD concentration study to a broader spectrum of 12 QD sizes
showed a continuation of the linear trends found in the initial concentration study as it
concerns FRET shift and QD concentration. Of the 12 QDs tested the lowest R2 values
came in at a little over 0.91 with the highest at 0.99, this shows strong linear trends both
within QD sizes and on average.
However, when analyzing the data for a relationship between QD size and FRET
shift magnitude there was no significant correlation. This goes against our initial
hypothesis that FRET magnitude will increase with QD size, since FRET is a distance
dependent phenomena. Overall, the wavelength range examined with these QDs is
relatively low (180 nm) along with the size range for the nanocrystals (about 8 nm, 2-10
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nm range). It is plausible that a relationship between QD nanocrystal size and FRET shift
magnitude was not observable over this small of a dynamic range. Applications
employing the use of QDs (or organic fluorophores in general) spanning a much wider
dynamic range than in this research should consider FRET magnitude being affected by
nanocrystal size and the resulting distance between light sensitive particles.
Our results have implications for QD selection for use in systems with
multiplexed signals. In a multiplexed system, maximizing the QD emission intensity to
increase signal separation efficiency is often desirable. The most straightforward method
for increasing QD emission intensity, besides increasing activation energy, is to increase
QD concentration. Higher intensity constituent signals are generally easier to
differentiate. However, as we have shown, increasing the QD concentration leads to an
increased red-shift in peak emission wavelength. At 10mg/mL concentration, QD
emissions can experience 20+ nm worth of red shift. Any application utilizing multiple
QD sizes must take this shifting into account and control QD solution concentration
accordingly to avoid signal aliasing and cross-contamination.

6 QD Deposition Pattern Optimization
When it comes to QD deposition there were many different deposition patterns
that could be used for the prototype sensor. As previously stated, each sensorized region
contains three QDs that are deposited 120 apart, circumferentially. The initial design for
this research involves choosing QDs for each separation which constitute the highest
possible emission peak separation. For example, one sensorized region may consist of
QDs with emission wavelengths of 580, 680 and 780 nanometers. This deposition pattern
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was chosen because identification of the three peaks is crucial in determining the shape of
the fiber. To determine the shape of the fiber we must be able to measure the bend
intensity (in degrees) and the bend location (locating sensorized region and determining
rotational orientation). Rotational orientation can be identified by determining which QD
in the sensorized region has the highest emission intensity as this QD will be oriented
closest to the outer curve of the bend. As an extension, if two QDs are showing equally
high emission intensities it can be concluded that the outer bend is located between these
two QDs. In order to evaluate the QD emission signals the peaks need to be separated and
identified. Traditionally accepted signal processing techniques can be used to separate,
identify and measure the QD emission signals.
6.1 MACE Filtering
The first method applied to QD emission separation was minimum average
correlation energy (MACE) filtering. MACE filters are traditional used for pattern
recognition, most commonly applied in object and facial recognition technologies. The
average correlation energy for a filter system is a function of the convolution between the
pure input samples and the desired filter transformation function. Here, the desired filter
function was unknown and therefore solved for in order to determine the necessary
correlation filter. This filter is further optimized by minimizing the average correlation
energy, after the filter transfer function is known. When performing signal identification
with a MACE filter the process can be broken down into Training and Recognition.
During training the pure samples (i.e. the signals to be identified) are used to prepare the
optimal MACE filter. In the recognition stage the MACE filter is applied to an unknown
mixture to determine which of the pure samples are contained within the unknown. In a
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preliminary study six unique QDs were used to generate a set of six unknown mixtures as
shown below in Table 8.
6.1.1 Method

These QD mixtures were generated using

Table 3 Quantum Dot Mixtures
1

510 nm + 610 nm + 780 nm

known, pure QD samples are considered

2

510 nm + 670 nm + 780 nm

unknown for the analysis. The term “unknown”

3

560 nm + 610 nm + 670 nm

here meant that algorithm used to analyze these

4

560 nm + 610 nm + 780 nm

samples was not given input to discern the QD

5

560 nm + 670 nm + 780 nm

make-up within compounds. The algorithm

6

610 nm + 670 nm + 720 nm

instead uses a bank of the 6 possible pure QD
samples that could be in each unknown sample.

During step one, training, we gather N samples of the six pure QDs to use as
building blocks for our ‘training filters’. These spectra are then used as inputs for a
frequency domain expression for average correlation energy (ACE) using an extension of
Parseval’s theorem for a 2D data structure:
𝑁𝑁

𝑑𝑑1

1
� � |𝐻𝐻(𝑘𝑘)|2 |𝑋𝑋𝑖𝑖 (𝑘𝑘)|2
𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 =
𝑑𝑑 ∗ 𝑁𝑁
𝑖𝑖=1 𝑘𝑘

where Xi(k) are the Fourier transform of our input pure samples and H(k) is the desired
correlation filter, in the frequency domain. In the above equation the only unknown is
H(k). To find the desired H(k) we minimized ACE in the above equation and keep the
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value of ACE at its center point equal to one by using the unit step function, as shown by
Kumar et al21. This leaves us with the optimized function of:
𝒉𝒉 = 𝑫𝑫−𝟏𝟏 𝑿𝑿(𝑿𝑿 + 𝑫𝑫−𝟏𝟏 𝑿𝑿)−𝟏𝟏 ∗ 𝒖𝒖

(𝟏𝟏)

In this equation X is a matrix whose columns are the Fourier transform of our pure QD
samples which are labeled as Xi , u is the unit step function and D is the solution to
another equation:
𝑁𝑁

1
� 𝑿𝑿𝑖𝑖 ∗ 𝑿𝑿𝑖𝑖 (𝟐𝟐)
𝑫𝑫 =
𝑑𝑑 ∗ 𝑁𝑁
𝑖𝑖=1

where N is the number of pure samples used in the training filter and d is the number of
discrete data points in the pure samples (the length of vectors Xi).
To begin the analysis, each pure and unknown signal is normalized on a scale of 0
to 1 and to decrease noise the samples are then transformed into the frequency domain
via Fourier transform and passed through a low-pass filter. Next, the N pure signals for
each wavelength were averaged using equation (2) and then plugged back in to equation
(1) to find a single ‘h’ vector for each wavelength. These ‘hi’ vectors now represent the
MACE training filters.
For step two of the process, recognition, we attempted to identify the pure QDs
which make up each of the unknown mixtures. First, we perform a correlation between
each of the six MACE training filters and the unknown mixtures. This results in six
correlation values for each unknown mixture, corresponding to each of the MACE
training filters. We then analyzed the results to find the MACE training filters with the
three highest correlation values. The corresponding pure QDs used to make-up those
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MACE training filters are determined to be the three QDs that make-up the unknown
mixture. The Matlab used for the MACE analysis is available in Appendix C.
6.1.2 Results
Preliminary results from this technique are shown in Table 3, below.
Table 4. Correlation values measured against the unknowns for ACE filtering study. Yellow boxes highlight the correct
responses and red text indicates a wrong choice
Unknowns
510_610_780
510_670_780
560_610_670
560_610_780
560_670_780
610_670_720

510
0.115802
0.208718
0.055058
0.051549
0.149325
0.022462

560
0.235138446
0.123939833
0.606108644
0.493860176
0.357423007
0.297514547

610
0.790377819
0.06974322
0.678556005
0.640017513
0.073940807
0.384748967

670
0.174039227
0.846563959
1
0.156247717
0.774824532
0.646048227

720
0.134141461
0.143904359
0.245937339
0.16252538
0.174351979
0.370957945

780
0.621502633 Wrong
0.439795389 Correct
0.34374944 Correct
0.584791686 Correct
0.433178193 Correct
0.085502822 Correct

Here a correct constituent identification is shown with a yellow highlighted cell
and a wrong constituent identification is shown in red-test. For each situation the true
unknown constituents are shown in the first column. Each cell shows the correlation
values obtained between the unknown shown in the first column and the pure signal in
the top row.
6.1.3 Analysis & Discussion
As shown, the algorithm was able to identify the make-up of all but one of the unknown
mixtures. A single error occurred when 510 was not identified in the first unknown
sample. This error resulted from low intensity, high noise signals being used to create the
MACE filter for 510 nm. This is further evidenced by the relatively low correlation value
at 510 for the second unknown sample. This can be improved upon by gathering samples
of a higher SNR and using more samples (higher N) to generate the MACE filters. With
improvements this technique will be able to analyze an unknown mixture of at least three
QDs and use MACE filters created from all of the possible contributing QD signals to
identify the true make-up of the unknown signal. The results can be further improved by
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increasing the N value of signals that are averaged to create the MACE filters, as the
correlation peak created by the MACE filters becomes narrower (increases the correlation
signal and peak to noise ratio) as the number of samples used to create the MACE filter
increases. At some point this increased accuracy will plateau, further studies can be done
to determine where the plateauing effect occurs and what the optimal number of signals
(Nmax) is for each of the pure QD wavelengths.
6.2 Constituent Signal Signature Correlation
The error in the results on the MACE method as well as the relatively small data set that
Table 5. Iterative Scaling Dataset, QD combinations
denoted by number.
"Unknown" Letter Constituent 1 Constituent 2 Constituent 3
A
580
650
680
B
580
650
700
C
580
650
730
D
580
650
770
E
580
680
700
F
580
680
730
G
580
680
770
H
580
700
730
I
580
700
770
J
580
730
770
K
650
680
700
L
650
680
730
M
650
680
770
N
650
700
730
O
650
700
770
P
650
730
770
Q
680
700
730
R
680
700
770
S
680
730
770
T
700
730
770

the MACE method was performed upon
warranted an extension to a larger dataset as
shown in Table 4. However, this larger
dataset resulted in high amounts of signal
aliasing which also warranted a new demixing method to be developed. This new
method must be rigorous enough to be able to
de-mix QD signals with peaks separated by as
little as 30 nm. In order to accomplish this,

the method chosen will be to use the pure QD samples to generate signatures for every
possible mixed signal combination. The unknown signal will then be compared with
these signatures to find a correlation value. The signature which returns the highest
correlation value with the unknown signal will be inferred as the matching signal. This
means that the QD constituents of the unknown sample are the same as the matching
signature signal.
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6.2.1 Methods
To start, an unknown signal is first chosen to be identified. The three constituent
QDs of this signal are known for evaluations sake however the algorithm itself does not
take advantage of this knowledge, this is therefore a “blind correlation”. Each of the
possible 20 QD combinations are then compared independently, in the order A through T.
For each combination a basis artificial signal is first generated by adding together 10% of
each of the three QD constituents, which were each previously normalized to one. From
here, the intensity of the generated signature is compared to the intensity of the unknown
signal, also normalized to one, at each of the three QD emission wavelengths specific to
that artificial combination. The intensity used for the signature for each of the constituent
QDs is then changed independently. If the generated signature intensity was lower than
the unknown at that specific wavelength, then the intensity of the constituent signal of
that wavelength used in the previous iteration was increased by 50%. If the generated
signature was higher than the unknown then the constituent intensity was decreased by
50%. This is done for all three signals, then the constituent signals are again added
together and the process is repeated. The purpose of this is to slowly build up signature
with these three constituent QDs to match the unknown signal. The theory is that the
combination of the three correct constituent QDs will be able to come much closer to the
unknown signal than the 19 incorrect QD triplets.
This process is performed for 100 iterations, then the correlation between the
unknown signals and each of the 20 generated signatures signals is calculated. The
process was stopped at 100 iterations because the resulting correlation values plateaued
upon further scaling and the corresponding sensitivity and specificity showed no further
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improvement. A detailed Matlab code that was used to perform this process is available
in Appendix D.
6.2.3 Results
The results of this analysis are shown in the table below. Each row represents an
unknown mixture and each column represents a generated signature which was built for
that unknown, using the specified QDs. Each cell contains the corresponding correlation
values between the unknown (row) and the generated signature (column).
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Table 6. Correlation Results from Iterative Scaling Study

6.2.4 Analysis & Discussion
The highest correlation rate obtained was 12 true positive correlations, totaling a
correlation accuracy of only 60%. This means that in 8 instances the unknown signal was
matched up with the wrong unknown. In most cases, the false positive matches were with
a signature signal which contained two of the correct QDs and one QD which was
incorrect. The results of this study show that correlation values can be used as a
comparison method between signals in certain instances; however a more rigorous
technique or a different approach to QD combinations is needed.
When identifying the constituent QD signals contained within an unknown fiber
emission there is no tolerance allowed in this design. Inaccurate identification of even 1
constituent QD zone results in bending information either being portrayed in an incorrect
direction, incorrect section of the fiber, or both. In order to ensure a 100% identifiation
performance some changes to the QD deposition pattern needed to be made which will
result in the fiber emission signals being easier to identify.
6.3 QD Grouping
To accurately track the bend intensity and position of the fiber the QD deposition
pattern was altered to use QDs of close intensities within each sensorized region, which
will be referred to as the “grouping” method. An example of such an arrangement is
shown below in figure 16 which is an alternative representation of figure 5. The
reasoning behind this method stems from the inconsistencies shown in MACE filtering
and signal correlation methods in the ability to differentiate between emission signals in a
3 QD mixed signal. Using the initial deposition patterns means that adjacent sensorized
regions would contain QDs with separations as low as 30 nm. Separation and
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identification of such signals has shown to be troublesome and inaccurate in previous
studies. Alternatively, the grouping strategy attempts to avoid this problem.
By depositing QDs in the following manner each sensorized region will produce a
single emission peak. The bend location can then be determined by measuring the fullwidth half maximum (FWHM) and the center of the emission peak. In order to prove the
feasibility of the grouping method a feasibility study was designed to show that a pure
QD signal and a doublet QD signal can be differentiated using FWHM and center peak
wavelength.
560 nm

Figure 17 Cross-sectional view of optical fiber with QDs placed by grouping method

6.3.1 Method
First, pure samples of 560 and 580 nm QDs at were prepared at a concentration of
1 mg/ml for use in this study. Next, a spectra was obtained for each of the pure samples.
The two samples were then mixed at a 1:1 ratio. The resultant mixture was a 1 mg/ml QD
mixture containing 0.5 mg/ml of both 560 and 580 QDs. A spectra was then obtained for
this mixed sample. In MATLAB the spectra were processed using a low-pass filtering
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technique to remove signal noise and the two parameters, FWHM and center of emission
peak, were calculated for the three spectra.
6.3.2 Results
Spectrum of two pure QD peaks and their resulting mixed signal, are shown below in
Figure 17.
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Figure 18 Spectra showing theory behind grouping method a) 560 nm (solid) and 580 nm pure (dotted) signals overlaid
onto same plot b) result of mixing the 560 and 580 QDs c) The mixture signal (dotted) overlaid onto 560 pure signal,
for relation purposes d) The mixture signal (dotted) overlaid onto 580 pure signal, for relation purposes

6.3.3 Analysis
The results shown in Figure 16 show that, theoretically, the mixed signal can be
differentiated by the two key factors of 1) emission peak wavelength and 2) full-width
half maximum. First, emission peak in the mixed signal shifts towards the center of the
two constituent signals, this is shown in spectra ‘c’ and ‘d’ above. This factor can be used
to differentiate a mixed signal from a pure signal. However, our research has shown that
signal peaks are dependent on QD concentration, so this alone was not an adequate
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measure. The full-width half maximum (FWHM) of a Gaussian signal is the measure of
the distance (in nm) between the two points in the emission peak which represent 50% of
the max intensity of the signal. In the two pure signals the FWHM was measured at 85.73
nm for the 560 nm signal and 94.89 nm for the 580 nm signal. For the mixed signal the
FWHM was measured to be 100.38 nm. This represented a 14.6 % increase over the 560
nm signal and a 5.5% increase over the 580 nm signal. The FWHM can be used to
identify a 2 QD mixed signal and the shifted peak maximum can be used to identify the
constituent QD signals. In any one QD sensorized region a bend in the fiber will only
activate a maximum of two QD zones. This will occur if the bend occurs at a point along
the circumference which is between the two QD zones. For this reason the separation of
three QD signals need not be considered for this grouping method. This method will
result in a single peak consistently being generated for each sensorized region. Since the
separation between three sensorized regions will be a minimum of 90 nm the signals of
adjacent sensorized regions can be easily separated, as shown by the MACE filtering
results.
6.3.4 Verification
To verify the results found in section 6.3.2, a repeated evaluation was performed
on a set of triplet QDs. The purpose of this verification was to determine that the
grouping method can be applied to a set of 3 QDs (one sensorized region) and whether
the optimal separation for the QDs is 10 or 20 nm.
For this verification study, QDs of 690, 700 and 710 nm were analyzed. Five
spectra were gathered for each pure sample in a solution of 1 mg/ml concentration. The
three possible doublet solutions were mixed in equal parts and a set of 5 spectra were
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gathered for each. The FWHM of each spectra was then extracted with the mean and
standard deviation shown below in Table 7.
Table 6. FWHM Measurements for Grouping Verification Study
690

700

710

690+700 690+710 700+710

FWHM FWHM FWHM

FWHM FWHM FWHM

Mean

64.025

76.01

74.146

73.323

80.918

81.806

SD

0.0750

0.0589

0.0754

0.1921

0.099

0.0939

These results show a significant difference between FWHM values for the
combinations “690+710” and “700+710” against all of the pure spectra FWHM values.
However, since the first combination of 690+700 resulted in an average FWHM value not
significantly different from the pure spectra values it cannot be concluded that a
separation of 10 nm between QDs will result in spectra differentiable by FWHM when
compared to pure QD signals of its constituents. For this reason the eventual design for a
sensorized region includes a minimum separation of 20 nm between QDs within a single
sensorized region.
6.3.5 Discussion
In order for this method to be functional the FWHM of each pure QD must be
measured as well as the FWHM of each of the mixed QD signals. These measures are to
serve as standards and make up a library of possible signals. Also, the peak intensity for
each pure signal and mixed signal must be known. To represent emission signal decay as
bend intensity decreases, these measures must also be known as a function of
concentration (which will effect emission intensity). Once these two factors are known
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for each signal as a function of concentration the resulting FWHM and center of peak
emission will be used to populate a look-up table.
7 Sensor Preparation & Evaluation
Now that the feasibility of the QD grouping deposition pattern had been shown
the preparation of functional sensors could commence. A variety of sensor types were
constructed and evaluated to validate each step of the manufacturing process and data
acquisition setup. First, single-zone fibers were constructed to test the efficacy of the
bend testing apparatus and the spectrometer. Next, three zone fibers were constructed to
test the capability of the analysis algorithms to detect multiple regions in one fiber.
Finally, double sensorized region fibers were constructed and evaluated against the
research goals.
During construction of these fibers it was discovered that the previously studied CdTe
quantum dots do not produce adequate signals when deposited onto the optical fibers.
The aqueous nature of the CdTe quantum dots causes them to be repelled by the polymer
cladding of the optical fiber. In order to manufacture sensors with high enough emission
signals toluene soluble CdSe QDs had to be used. However, it is known that QDs can
exhibit varying levels of FRET shifting based on their concentration in solution. Before
these CdSe QDs could be used it was necessary to perform a characterization study to
determine their true emission parameters.
7.1 CdSe QD Characterization
Characterizing the CdSe QDs consisted of measuring their true emission
wavelength and average emission intensity at a standard concentration of 2 mg/ml. These
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CdSe QDs (NN-Labs) were delivered in solution at this standard concentration and were
kept at this standard concentration for all prototype applications.
7.1.1 Methods
The two parameters to be measured for each unique CdSe QD were center of
emission peak and average peak emission intensity. To measure these values a 0.5 mL
samples of each unique QD was prepared in a 1.5 ml plastic vial. The samples were then
individually excited by the 53.0 mW 405 nm laser and the resulting emission was
collected with a free-space spectrometer set flush against the base of each vial. A total of
three spectra were gathered for each of the QD sizes. Peak center and peak intensity were
measured for each of the spectra and averaged among unique QDs.
7.1.2 Results
The results of the spectral characterization study for the CdSe QDs is shown
below in Table 8.

Table 8. CdSe QD Characterization
Average Peak Center
(nm)

Average Peak Height (relative intensity, 0 -1.0)

500

513.56

0.028

520

529.29

0.0605

540

553.23

0.077224

560

581.19

0.0848

580

596.84

0.0339

590

613.48

0.067
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600

619.13

0.084

610

630.18

0.1

620

639.92

0.218

640

654.89

0.229

Examining the true emission peak for each of the CdSe QDs showed that the
samples exhibit drastic shifts at their standard concentration. The highest average peak
intensity measured across all samples was 0.229, or 22.9% saturation of the spectrometer.
The lowest of the average peak intensities was measured at 0.028, 2.8% saturation.
7.1.3 Analysis & Discussion
These averages were calculated by extracting the peaks in MATLAB. The
program first smoothed the data with a low-pass filter. Since the data then contained a
single peak a simple maximum finding function was used on each spectra. This function
returned both the x-location (wavelength) and y-location (intensity) of the peak. These
data points were then averaged within each unique QD and reported as seen above.
The drastic shifts exhibited in the CdSe QDs demonstrates the danger of
integrating QDs into a system without characterizing the true emissions of the samples at
the standard concentration. Each QD showed shifts above 10 nm, which could easily
cause confusion when some of the QDs are only 10 nm separated from their closest
neighboring QD in terms of wavelength. This dataset also serves as a basis to choose
which QDs to use for the prototype fibers. The final prototype goal of a double
sensorized region fiber requires the implementation of 6 unique QDs, allowing for the 4
lowest intensity QDs to remain unused.
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7.2 Single-Zone Fibers
In order to validate the manufacturing method we first constructed fibers with a
singular QD zone and applied bend and rotational tests to these fibers. For these single
zone prototypes the highest emission intensity QDs from past research by Eisenstein and
Gavalis were used, which were found to be 619 nm CdSe QDs. These fibers were
constructed by first cutting a single hole into the cladding of the fiber using the razorcutting technique. For consistency purposes three swipes were made with the razor blade
for each hole in an attempt to standardize the size and depth of each hole across different
fibers.
7.2.1 Methods – Simple Bend Test
Initially these fibers were subjected to a bending test around varying radii of curvature.
These tests consisted of bending each fiber around three cylinders, each with a different
radius of curvature (0.6, 1.2, 6.0 cm). For each cylinder the fiber began in a straight
configuration and was then bent at 15 degree increments up to a maximum of 90 degrees.
At each iteration a spectra spectrum was gathered with the spectrometer. The testing
apparatus and setup are shown below in Figure 18. In this figure we see the excitation
laser source in the bottom left emitting a beam into an aspheric lens which focuses the
source light into the sensor. From here the fiber bends around the cylinder and is guided
into the patch cable for the spectrometer.
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Figure 19 Simple Bend test setup

Each of the gathered emission spectra was analyzed in MATLAB to measure the
peak intensity, as previously explained.
7.2.2 Results – Single Zone Simple Bend Test
Initially these fibers were subjected to a bending test around varying radii of
curvature. These tests were meant to show that bending around a larger radius of
curvature would result in lower intensity QD emissions due to the wider bend causing
less light leakage from the core of the fiber. However, these test proved to show that
varying bend radius and bend angle in the same study leads to erratic results. As shown in
Figure 19, the results of this study do not show a direct increase in emission intensity as
bend radius decreases. However, the data does show some response in peak intensity as
the bend angle is increased.
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Figure 20 Line graphs showing the peak intensity at 619 nm for three radii of curvature as bend angle is increased. In
these results the bend angle shown is on the order of 60 degrees per unit

In reality, these graphs showcase the results of an experiment where bend radius
and bend angle are not adequately controlled. These results led to the construction of a
more controllable testing rig where bend angle and bend radius must be controlled
independently and also where modifying one variable has no impact on the other.
7.2.3 Methods – Bend Rotational Test
In order to further test these fibers in a more controlled environment they were subjected
to a rotational bending test. For this test we constructed single zone fibers with 1 razorcut hole in the cladding. Three layers of 619 nm CdSe QDs were deposited into the hole
to ensure adequate QD deposition. The fiber was then clamp into rotational wheels on the
proximal and distal end. The proximal end was then threaded through a ferrule connected
to an aspheric lens and the distal end was threaded through a ferrule connected to the
patch fiber of a CCD spectrometer. The activation laser was then aimed into the aspheric
lens and coupled into the core of the fiber. From this point the experiment was ready to
begin.
Starting with the fiber oriented straight a spectrum was taken to serve as baseline.
This collection is referred to as the 0 degree measurement. The fiber was then bent to 15
degrees at the sensorized region. A spectrum was taken at the 15 degree bend angle.
Next, while the bend angle is kept at 15 degrees the fiber is rotated 30 degrees about its
own axis by turning the rotational wheels that the fiber is clamped into. After the 30
degree rotation another spectrum is taken. This process is continued in 30 degree
increments until the fiber has made one full revolution about its own axis. The fiber is
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then bent to a 30 degree bend angle at the sensorized zone and the process of rotating and
collecting spectra is repeated. The same is done for the fiber bent at a 45 degree bend
angle. The spectra are then analyzed and the peak parameters are extracted as previously
described.
7.2.4 Results – Single Zone Bend Rotation Test
Figure 20 below shows the peak intensity at 619 nm for each iteration of the fiber
rotation.
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Figure 21 Peak intensity for each iteration of fiber rotation at varying bend angles
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Each graph shown above constitutes a single bend intensity. The resulting peak
intensity is shown as a function of fiber rotation while the bend intensity is kept standard
at one of the three predetermined values. Important to note here is that each graph
exhibits a rising a falling pattern where rotation point 360 degrees returns close to where
zero degrees started. The fiber is oriented in theoretically identical fashion at points zero
degrees and 360 degrees, so the patterns above are repeatable.

7.2.5 Analysis & Discussion
These results show that rotating the fiber while keeping the bend angle constant
will result in changes in the QD emission intensity. This is because the QDs will receive
the highest amount of laser light when the hole is oriented on the outside of the bend.
This is evidenced by the peak in each graph around 200 degree rotation. Also, in each
case the peak intensity measured at 0 degrees and 360 degrees are within 20% of each
other. At these two data points the fiber should technically be oriented in exactly the
same fashion. Since the output data at 360 degrees returns to intensity levels close to
those seen at 0 degrees this shows that the rotational orientation could be predicted based
on the intensity level of the emission peak for a given QD
8 Three Zone Fiber
The next step after verifying an accurate measurement method for a single QD
zone was to construct a fiber with 3 QD zones, which constitutes one sensorized region.
In order to verify our capability to identify 3 unique QD signals in the same fiber we first
constructed a 3-zone fiber by depositing QDs directly onto the cladding of the fiber,
without cutting any holes. This allowed for faster testing of the different QD
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combinations without having to go through the process of cutting the fibers and
depositing the QDs into the holes. A side effect of this technique is that the emission
intensities for each QD will be lower than if the QDs were deposited in wells. This is a
result of less source light reaching the QDs since it must now pass through the cladding
of the fiber as well. Although the final prototype required maximizing QD signals, the
function of the fibers for this experiment was to produce a signal from 3 different QDs in
a single fiber. As long as the signal is detectable the lower emission intensities will only
serve to validate the detection system to a more difficult standard.

8.1 Methods - Three Zone Fiber
The 3-zone fibers were constructed using 477, 518 and 619 nm CdSe QDs. To
form the three QD zones the buffer was stripped to expose the cladding in 1 cm
increments placed 20 cm apart along the length of the fiber. To deposit the QDs each
region of exposed cladding was soaked in a unique QD solution, yielding a fiber with 3
separate sections of cladding doped in 3 unique QDs. This fiber was then put through the
same simple bending test as described previously. For this test each QD zone was bent
independently. The regions were bent from 0 to 220 degrees with a spectrum taken at 30
degree increments up until 180 degrees then two more at 200 and 220 degrees.
8.1.1 Results - Three Zone Fiber
Figure 21 below shows the emission output of each zone for select portions of the
test and Figure 22 shows a line graph of peak intensity the three QD zones at each of the
bend angles.
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Figure 22 Emission spectra for 477 (top), 518 (mid) and 619 (bottom) QD zones at 0, 90, 200 and 220 degrees in a 3Zone cladding doped fiber
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Figure 23 Line graph showing the peak intensity at each bend angle for the 3 QD zones tested in the 3-zone cladding
doped optical fiber

8.1.2 Analysis & Discussion - Three Zone Fiber
The emission spectra shown in Figures 17 and 18 demonstrates that unique QD
emission signals can be identified in a fiber doped with multiple (3) types of QDs. This
was important moving forward as each sensorized region outputs a signature peak which
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needed to be identified apart from other peaks in the signal. However, the high variations
and lack of trends shown in Figure 26 suggest that cladding doped fibers do not provide a
controlled enough environment for the fabrication of bend sensors. This is due to the lack
of control over deposition localization when the fibers are soaked directly in the QD
solution. Showing that the three QD signals can be identified upon bending in their
regions provides justification for moving on to constructing a sensorized fiber with razorcut holes.
9 Double Sensorized Region Fiber
In order to construct a double sensorized region fiber a wider array of available
QDs was necessary to avoid emission overlapping in the output signal. A selection of ten
CdSe types of Quantum Dots (NN-Labs) was chosen to be used for construction of these
fibers. Of this new selection the QDs chosen to be used in double sensorized fiber
construction were520, 540 and 560 nm for region 1 and 600, 620, 640 nm for region 2.
These QDs were selected based on the two factor study of all potential candidates
detailed in the CdSe QD characterization section above. The more heavily weighed
parameter in this case was emission intensity and peak sharpness was used only as a
means to differentiate between QD emissions with close intensities. Figure 23 below
shows the difference between a sharp QD peak and one which is distorted
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Figure 24 Example of a sharp QD peak (left) and a distorted QD peak (right)

9.1 Methods - Sensorized Region Fiber

After QDs were selected the fiber manufacturing began. These sensors were constructed
with the razor-cut fibers that were previously described. The holes were offset 1.5
centimeters on either side, thereby allowing for a higher ultimate stress after QD
implementation. Since the bend radii used to test these fibers have arc lengths well over 2
centimeters, each cut will still be subject to the same amount of bending as if they were
cut along the same circumference. Figure 24 below details this point further.
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Figure 25 Close-up of well offset applied to single sensorized region and the resultant ability for entire sensorized
region to mold against a bend cylinder

As seen in the figure above, the sensorized regions (circled) are offset 1.5 cm
along the length of the fiber. However since the arc length of the cylinder is much larger
than the length of the sensorized region, each of the individual QD zones are curved flush
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against the cylinder. Although offset, each piece of fiber under the three QD zones is
experiencing the same amount of bend.
The two sensorized regions were implemented 10 cm apart along the length of the
fiber in order to allow for isolated bending to occur. For these fibers the rotational
bending test will be repeated for the 500 and the 600 regions. For the single region bend
tests a cylinder with a radius of curvature measuring 3.5 cm was used to keep a constant
bend throughout the trials. During the double bending test two cylinders with radii of
curvature measuring at 5 cm were used. The decrease in bend intensity was chosen to
decrease the overall stress on the fiber during double bending. While these fibers are the
strongest that we have used, they can still become brittle under high stress after they have
been cut with the razor.
Sensitivity to varying radii of curvature in sensorized region fibers has already
been investigated in past work by Gavalis et al.12. This past research has shown
sensorized region fibers being capable of detecting changes in bend radius of curvature
by monitoring peak intensity for each of the 3 QDs in a sensorized region. With this
being previously established, the double sensorized fibers manufactured for this thesis
research must also be evaluated to show sensitivity to rotational orientation, which is the
othe vital aspect of shape tracing.
To evaluate the consistency of these fibers a bending rotation test was again
employed in the same way as with the three zone, cladding doped fibers. For the single
region bend test a cylinder with a radius of curvature measuring 3.5 cm was used to keep
a constant bend throughout the trial. As before, the bending rotation test consisted of
rotation steps of 30 degrees. This time a constant bend angle of 90 degrees was used in an
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attempt to keep amount of light leakage near standard levels. As each rotation iteration
occurred the fiber was first pressed firm against the cylinder to ensure full bending was
achieved, then a spectra was captured. This continued until the fiber had made one full
rotation about its own axis.
9.1.1 Results - Sensorized Region Fiber
Figure 25 below shows the center peak wavelength as a function of rotational
orientation. The results for the 500 nm region and the 600 nm region are plotted
separately.
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Figure 26 Center Peak Wavelength vs Rotation degree for single sensorized region fiber

Figures 26 and 27 below show an overlay of spectra obtained for each of the 13
rotational orientations. These graphs are meant to showcase both the peak shifting and the
intensity changes in the output spectrum as the fiber is rotated.

Figure 27 Smoothed Spectra for each of the 13 rotational orientations measured with the 500 region bend
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Figure 28 Smoothed Spectra for each of the 13 rotational orientations measured with the 600 region bend

9.1.2 Analysis & Discussion - Sensorized Region Fiber
The peak information for these fibers were extracted as previously described for
the single zone fibers. The only additional step here is that the spectrum is first split at
600 nm. The peak for the 500 region was located in lower side of the spectrum and the
peak for the 600 region was located in the upper side of the spit spectrum. This could be
done because the emission peaks for the 500 and 600 region QDs did not overlap and
could be identified once the spectrum was split. The capability to detect the peaks in this
manner meant that the MACE algorithms did not need to be used to locate and identify
these peaks. However, with sensors containing more than two sensorized regions the
MACE algorithms will be needed to separate and identify peaks which partially overlap.
As you can see, both the 500 and 600 region peaks were present during each of
the 26 trials. This is particularly important because we are enabled to perform continuous
measurements without having to worry about data dropping out when QDs are not
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precisely aligned with the outside of the bend. These figures also further illustrate the
more gradual and continual shifting in the 600 region as opposed to the 500 region. This
can be attributed to the 500 region peak aliasing as stated before. The important
distinction between the ways the two regions behave is noticeable at the low intensities
for each region. The 600 region still maintains a sharp peak when the intensity is at the
lowest levels. However, the 500 region peak flattens out at the lowest of the intensity
levels. This also contributes to the differences seen in Figure 23. Overall these fibers do
show a sensitivity to rotational orientation, especially in the 600 region. These sensitivity
levels suggest that these fibers could feasibly be used to measure the bending orientation
in an unknown situation.
Fiber performance could be further improved through some changes in the
deposition and in the detection system. With all of the rotational and bending tests there
is a noticeable signature that is present from the excitation laser. In some cases the source
light can even be too strong for the QD emissions which causes a washing out effect of
the QD signals. If this is occurring then either the laser light reaching the spectrometer
must be decreased or the QD signal being generated must be increase. Tools such as a
fiber rotator or free space adapters and filters could be used to decrease the amount of
laser light reaching the spectrometer, thereby decreasing the washing out effect. Fiber
performance could also be improved by increasing the QD emission intensities. In order
to get a higher QD signal more QD nanocrystals need to be deposited into the wells in the
fiber. This could be done either through applying more layers of the QD liquid than
before, or using a higher concentration liquid to begin with. Both of these would increase
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the amount of QD emissions being observed which should increase the detectability of
those signals.
10 Conclusions
The methods and results presented in this these demonstrates the feasibility of
transitioning the EFOST system from gastroenterology to the endovascular space. The
main problem in making this transition is the sizable decrease in working area and size of
instruments being used. Applying EFOST in the endovascular field put a restriction on
how large the profile of the system could be. This was combated by transitioning from
the bundled sensor designs into a single fiber sensor design. Doing so allowed for the
profile of the sensor to be reduced while still maintaining the number of viable QD zones
necessary to make an accurate reading. Viability of single zone sensors was shown
through bending and rotational studies. The overall output of the sensors was shown to be
dependent upon the degree of bending being applied to the fiber. Also, the orientation of
the hole relative to the bending arc was shown to have a direct impact on the emission
intensity of the QD zone as well. These two relationships will be further defined in future
work in order to allow for a real time tracking of bending characteristics of the EFOST
sensor.
To improve on the design of the previous bend sensor iterations this single fiber
sensor was able to drastically decrease the system profile by removing the need for a
clustering buffer. Also, this system transitioned from using a CMOS to utilizing a CCD
spectrometer to capture the data. Using a CMOS camera to read the fiber output led to a
reliance on bandpass filters to separate the individual QD emission spectra. This led to
moving parts in the system, as well as a long capture time because of the additional steps
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needed to swap out the filters. The spectrometer allowed for exact fluoroscopic
measurements as well as drastically increasing the sensory speed of the system.
It was also shown that QD solution concentration has a direct impact on the
output wavelength of said QDs which is important when it comes to signal multiplexing.
In order to account for the expected shifts which will occur as a function of
concentrations a tradeoff between concentration and limiting shift must be observed.
Higher concentrations are appealing for the increase in emission signals, however one
must be sure they do not cross overlap into a separate QD when using high concentration
mixtures.
Furthermore, these final prototype fibers are only capable of interpreting fiber
emissions into rotational orientation data if the anchor point of the fiber is fixed, or if the
frame of reference itself is fixed. This is due to the fact that the current system contains
no means of tracking torsional changes along the length of the fiber. For accurate
tracking the frame of reference must be set pre-measurement. Other strengthening options
should be addressed in future work, but could include UV-cured fiber epoxy, organic
based adhesives or any other future material.
These results are significant because they show that bending intensity and
directional information can be obtained with a signal optical fiber. Containing the sensor
within a single fiber broadens the number of procedures where this technology can be
utilized, thereby increasing accessibility and usability in the field of healthcare where
patient’s safety is a high priority. Future work into further development of the sensor
design and an associated integrated system will allow for a fully function EFOST sensor
to be used bed-side.
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11 Limitations and Future Work
In terms of fiber manufacturing we found that cutting holes in the same plane
circumferentially causes large amounts of weakening in the fiber. Future work could seek
to mitigate this by offsetting laser cut holes, cutting smaller holes, and/or cutting holes of
different shapes. Any combination of these changes could potentially causes less
weakening in the fiber, resulting in a more robust system.
The shape tracker design is currently limited to two sensorized regions on a single
fiber because of only 10 distinct CdSe QDs being available. A wider variety of emission
wavelengths could be utilized if multiple QD materials (ie. CdSe & CdTe) were used in
the same system. The grouping method used to produce a single peak for each sensorized
region causes a heavy reliance on look-up tables and allows for little room for
improvement in the signal processing area. Alternatively one could utilize a time gated
pulse system in order to create a time-dependent system. In this case the signals from
each sensorized region would not have to be decoupled because they would be detecting
at different points in the pulse train. Therefore, instead of picking QDs with signal
deconvolution in mind one could chose QDs purely on signal quality characteristics such
as emission intensity, SNR, peak wavelength and FWHM. Also, this could allow for
sensorized regions consisting of more than 3 QDs. Adding more QDs on the
circumference of each sensorized region would allow for increased sensitivity in terms of
3D directional orientation.
To construct this system a pulsed laser would have to be used in lieu of a
continuous wave laser or laser diode. Switching to a pulsed laser also adds another layer
of system parameters such as pulse duration and pulse frequency as well as the possibility
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of cycling output laser wavelengths in order to target specific QDs. Each QD exhibits a
slightly different absorption spectra and each QD absorbs the maximum amount of
energy at a slightly different wavelength. Cycling a pulse laser to match the QD type with
its particular maximum absorption wavelength would result in the highest possible
emissions from each QD. Higher emissions can be used to generate a more sensitive
system due to the wider detection range.
Another point of future work should be investigating a large variety of optical
fibers. This thesis focuses on optimizing sensor fabrication for a single type of optical
fiber, one that is particularly leaky. However, it may not be the case that the leakiest fiber
is necessarily the best fiber to use due to the possibility of losing QD signals or source
light while propagating through the fiber. Also there are smaller and more flexible fibers
that could be used if the hold cutting and QD deposition mechanisms are further
developed. There is also the possibility of using pure polymer fibers instead of the
polymer-clad silica-core fibers used in this thesis. These polymer fibers are much more
flexible, but may require an overhauled hole cutting system if an excimer laser cannot be
used to cut them accurately enough.
The final step for further developing this project would be to develop a selfcontained system. In order to do so all of the system components would need to be
finalized and a user interface would need to be developed to control the system. The
equipment should be powerful and robust enough to perform all of the system’s
necessary tasks while also reducing production cost as much as possible. Also, the user
interface would need to undergo a usability analysis to ensure that the system will be
serving a benefit to the end-user. Once the shape tracker is developed into a fully
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integrated and self-contained system it will be able to be used bedside in endovascular
and other minimally invasive medical procedures.
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Appendix C
%MACE Correlation Analysis
%Ben Rinehart
%Assisted by Mohammad Maddah
%Part of Analysis for Masters Thesis Research
%8/17/2015

close all;
clear all;
%Load Unknowns
load ('F:\From Akole\3QD Akole 1st run\510+610+780.txt')
load ('F:\From Akole\3QD Akole 1st run\510+670+780.txt')
load ('F:\From Akole\3QD Akole 1st run\560+610+670.txt')
load ('F:\From Akole\3QD Akole 1st run\560+610+780.txt')
load ('F:\From Akole\3QD Akole 1st run\560+670+780.txt')
load ('F:\From Akole\3QD Akole 1st run\610+670+720.txt')
%Load Both Pure Signal Runs
load ('F:\Ben\New folder\.txt files\510.txt')
load ('F:\Ben\New folder\.txt files\560.txt')
load ('F:\Ben\New folder\.txt files\610.txt')
load ('F:\Ben\New folder\.txt files\670.txt')
load ('F:\Ben\New folder\.txt files\720.txt')
load ('F:\Ben\New folder\.txt files\780.txt')
load('F:\Ben\Akole inividual\510_2.txt')
load('F:\Ben\Akole inividual\560_2.txt')
load('F:\Ben\Akole inividual\610_2.txt')
load('F:\Ben\Akole inividual\670_2.txt')
load('F:\Ben\Akole inividual\720_2.txt')
load('F:\Ben\Akole inividual\780_2.txt')

%Normalize Unknown Signals
AAA=X510_610_780(:,2)/max(X510_610_780(:,2));
BBB=X510_670_780(:,2)/max(X510_670_780(:,2));
CCC=X560_610_670(:,2)/max(X560_610_670(:,2));
DDD=X560_610_780(:,2)/max(X560_610_780(:,2));
EEE=X560_670_780(:,2)/max(X560_670_780(:,2));
FFF=X610_670_720(:,2)/max(X610_670_720(:,2));
%Collect Unknown Signals in single Matrix
Mixed3={AAA,BBB,CCC,DDD,EEE,FFF};
%Transform Pure Signals into Frequency Domain
A1=fft(X510(:,2)/max(X510(:,2)));
A1_2=fft(X510_2(:,2)/max(X510_2(:,2)));
A2=fft(X560(:,2)/max(X560(:,2)));
A2_2=fft(X560_2(:,2)/max(X560_2(:,2)));
A3=fft(X610(:,2)/max(X610(:,2)));
A3_2=fft(X610_2(:,2)/max(X610_2(:,2)));
A4=fft(X670(:,2)/max(X670(:,2)));
A4_2=fft(X670_2(:,2)/max(X670_2(:,2)));
A5=fft(X720(:,2)/max(X720(:,2)));
A5_2=fft(X720_2(:,2)/max(X720_2(:,2)));
A6=fft(X780(:,2)/max(X780(:,2)));
A6_2=fft(X780_2(:,2)/max(X780_2(:,2)));
% Apply a Low Pass Filter at 10 Hz to all Normalized Pure Signals
A1(10:3640)=0;
A1_2(10:3640)=0;
A2(10:3640)=0;
A2_2(10:3640)=0;
A3(10:3640)=0;
A3_2(10:3640)=0;
A4(10:3640)=0;
A4_2(10:3640)=0;
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A5(10:3640)=0;
A5_2(10:3640)=0;
A6(10:3640)=0;
A6_2(10:3640)=0;
%Perform Calculations for Finding variable 'D' for each pure signal, then
%for the transform function 'h'. Referring to Equations 1 and 2 in the
%thesis text
[d b]=size(A1);
N=2;
X1=[A1 A1_2];
D1=(1/(N*d))*(A1.*conj(A1)+A1_2.*conj(A1_2));
Dinv1=D1.^-1;
Dinv1(10:3640)=0;
h1=([Dinv1.*A1 Dinv1.*A1_2])*inv(X1'*[Dinv1.*A1 Dinv1.*A1_2])*ones(2,1);

X2=[A2 A2_2];
D2=(1/(N*d))*(A2.*conj(A2)+A2_2.*conj(A2_2));
Dinv2=D2.^-1;
Dinv2(10:3640)=0;
h2=([Dinv2.*A2 Dinv2.*A2_2])*inv(X2'*[Dinv2.*A2 Dinv2.*A2_2])*ones(2,1);
X3=[A3 A3_2];
D3=(1/(N*d))*(A3.*conj(A3)+A3_2.*conj(A3_2));
Dinv3=D3.^-1;
Dinv3(10:3640)=0;
h3=([Dinv3.*A3 Dinv3.*A3_2])*inv(X3'*[Dinv3.*A3 Dinv3.*A3_2])*ones(2,1);

X4=[A4 A4_2];
D4=(1/(N*d))*(A4.*conj(A4)+A4_2.*conj(A4_2));
Dinv4=D4.^-1;
Dinv4(10:3640)=0;
h4=([Dinv4.*A4 Dinv4.*A4_2])*inv(X4'*[Dinv4.*A4 Dinv4.*A4_2])*ones(2,1);

X5=[A5 A5_2];
D5=(1/(N*d))*(A5.*conj(A5)+A5_2.*conj(A5_2));
Dinv5=D5.^-1;
Dinv5(10:3640)=0;
h5=([Dinv5.*A5 Dinv5.*A5_2])*inv(X5'*[Dinv5.*A5 Dinv5.*A5_2])*ones(2,1);

X6=[A6 A6_2];
D6=(1/(N*d))*(A6.*conj(A6)+A6_2.*conj(A6_2));
Dinv6=D6.^-1;
Dinv6(10:3640)=0;
h6=([Dinv6.*A6 Dinv6.*A6_2])*inv(X6'*[Dinv6.*A6 Dinv6.*A6_2])*ones(2,1);
%Collect pure MACE filters in a single matrix
QDS1={h1,h2,h3,h4,h5,h6};

Corr_Results=zeros(6,6);

for i=1:6
for j=1:6
Comb=Mixed3{1,i};%Prepare combination signals matrix
QD1=QDS1{1,j};
Comb=fft(Comb);%Low-pass filter the combination signals
Comb(10:3640)=0;
peak1=abs(corr(QD1,Comb));%Perform correlation on an individual pure filter / Unknown pair
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Corr_Results(i,j)=peak1; %Correlation results are stored here
end
en

Appendix D
%Signature Signal Correlation
%Ben Rinehart
%Part of Masters Thesis Data Analysis on PlasmaChem CdTe QD Emission Characterization
%8/17/2015
close all;
clear all;
clc
%Load "Unknown Mixtures"
A=load('F:\From Akole\3QD Akole 2nd run\Text-files-3mixed QDs\580_650_680.txt');
B=load('F:\From Akole\3QD Akole 2nd run\Text-files-3mixed QDs\580_650_700.txt');
C=load('F:\From Akole\3QD Akole 2nd run\Text-files-3mixed QDs\580_650_730.txt');
D=load('F:\From Akole\3QD Akole 2nd run\Text-files-3mixed QDs\580_650_770.txt');
E=load('F:\From Akole\3QD Akole 2nd run\Text-files-3mixed QDs\580_680_700.txt');
F=load('F:\From Akole\3QD Akole 2nd run\Text-files-3mixed QDs\580_680_730.txt');
G=load('F:\From Akole\3QD Akole 2nd run\Text-files-3mixed QDs\580_680_770.txt');
H=load('F:\From Akole\3QD Akole 2nd run\Text-files-3mixed QDs\580_700_730.txt');
I=load('F:\From Akole\3QD Akole 2nd run\Text-files-3mixed QDs\580_700_770.txt');
J=load('F:\From Akole\3QD Akole 2nd run\Text-files-3mixed QDs\580_730_770.txt');
K=load('F:\From Akole\3QD Akole 2nd run\Text-files-3mixed QDs\650_680_700.txt');
L=load('F:\From Akole\3QD Akole 2nd run\Text-files-3mixed QDs\650_680_730.txt');
M=load('F:\From Akole\3QD Akole 2nd run\Text-files-3mixed QDs\650_680_770.txt');
N=load('F:\From Akole\3QD Akole 2nd run\Text-files-3mixed QDs\650_700_730.txt');
O=load('F:\From Akole\3QD Akole 2nd run\Text-files-3mixed QDs\650_700_770.txt');
P=load('F:\From Akole\3QD Akole 2nd run\Text-files-3mixed QDs\650_730_770.txt');
Q=load('F:\From Akole\3QD Akole 2nd run\Text-files-3mixed QDs\680_700_730.txt');
R=load('F:\From Akole\3QD Akole 2nd run\Text-files-3mixed QDs\680_700_770.txt');
S=load('F:\From Akole\3QD Akole 2nd run\Text-files-3mixed QDs\680_730_770.txt');
T=load('F:\From Akole\3QD Akole 2nd run\Text-files-3mixed QDs\700_730_770.txt');
UK=[A(:,2) B(:,2) C(:,2) D(:,2) E(:,2) F(:,2) G(:,2) H(:,2) I(:,2) J(:,2) K(:,2) L(:,2) M(:,2) N(:,2) O(:,2) P(:,2) Q(:,2) R(:,2) S(:,2)
T(:,2)];
%Load Pure Samples
P1=load('F:\From Akole\3QD Akole 2nd run\Best Pure\580.txt');
P2=load('F:\From Akole\3QD Akole 2nd run\Best Pure\650.txt');
P3=load('F:\From Akole\3QD Akole 2nd run\Best Pure\680.txt');
P4=load('F:\From Akole\3QD Akole 2nd run\Best Pure\700.txt');
P5=load('F:\From Akole\3QD Akole 2nd run\Best Pure\730.txt');
P6=load('F:\From Akole\3QD Akole 2nd run\Best Pure\770.txt');
PureQD=[P1(:,2) P2(:,2) P3(:,2) P4(:,2) P5(:,2) P6(:,2)];
%Set wavelength axis
wave=linspace(499, 1106, 3648);
%Filtering Unknowns
freqUK=zeros(size(UK));
filtUK=zeros(size(UK));
filteredUK=zeros(size(UK));
normfilteredUK=zeros(size(UK));
for i=1:20
freqUK(:,i)=fft(UK(:,i)); %Transform signal into frequency domain
filtUK(:,i)=freqUK(:,i);
filtUK(15:3648,i)=0; %Apply low-pass filter at 15 Hz in frequency domain
filteredUK(:,i)=abs(ifft(filtUK(:,i)));
% normfilteredUK(:,i)=filteredUK(:,i)/max(filteredUK(:,i));
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% normalizing badly skews the shape (will have to scale filters to fit unknowns
end
%Filtering and Normalizing Unknowns
freqPureQD=zeros(size(PureQD));
filtPureQD=zeros(size(PureQD));
filteredPureQD=zeros(size(PureQD));
normfilteredPureQD=zeros(size(PureQD));
for j=1:6
freqPureQD(:,j)=fft(PureQD(:,j));
filtPureQD(:,j)=freqPureQD(:,j);
filtPureQD(15:3648,j)=0;
filteredPureQD(:,j)=abs(ifft(filtPureQD(:,j)));
normfilteredPureQD(:,j)=filteredPureQD(:,j)/max(filteredPureQD(:,j));
end
%Correlation
%Find where each wavelength fits on the 0->3648 scale of the spectrum data
[value1 index_580]=max(normfilteredPureQD(:,1));
[value2 index_650]=max(normfilteredPureQD(:,2));
[value3 index_680]=max(normfilteredPureQD(:,3));
[value4 index_700]=max(normfilteredPureQD(:,4));
[value5 index_730]=max(normfilteredPureQD(:,5));
[value6 index_770]=max(normfilteredPureQD(:,6));
%Group the index with their pairings, in order
na=[index_580 index_650 index_680];
nb=[index_580 index_650 index_700];
nc=[index_580 index_650 index_730];
nd=[index_580 index_650 index_770];
ne=[index_580 index_680 index_700];
nf=[index_580 index_680 index_730];
ng=[index_580 index_680 index_770];
nh=[index_580 index_700 index_730];
ni=[index_580 index_700 index_770];
nj=[index_580 index_700 index_770];
nk=[index_650 index_680 index_700];
nl=[index_650 index_680 index_730];
nm=[index_650 index_680 index_770];
nn=[index_650 index_700 index_730];
no=[index_650 index_700 index_770];
np=[index_650 index_730 index_770];
nq=[index_680 index_700 index_730];
nr=[index_680 index_700 index_770];
ns=[index_680 index_730 index_770];
nt=[index_700 index_730 index_770];
%Group the pure samples with their pairings, in order
a=[normfilteredPureQD(:,1) normfilteredPureQD(:,2) normfilteredPureQD(:,3)];
b=[normfilteredPureQD(:,1) normfilteredPureQD(:,2) normfilteredPureQD(:,4)];
c=[normfilteredPureQD(:,1) normfilteredPureQD(:,2) normfilteredPureQD(:,5)];
d=[normfilteredPureQD(:,1) normfilteredPureQD(:,2) normfilteredPureQD(:,6)];
e=[normfilteredPureQD(:,1) normfilteredPureQD(:,3) normfilteredPureQD(:,4)];
f=[normfilteredPureQD(:,1) normfilteredPureQD(:,3) normfilteredPureQD(:,5)];
g=[normfilteredPureQD(:,1) normfilteredPureQD(:,3) normfilteredPureQD(:,6)];
h=[normfilteredPureQD(:,1) normfilteredPureQD(:,4) normfilteredPureQD(:,5)];
i=[normfilteredPureQD(:,1) normfilteredPureQD(:,4) normfilteredPureQD(:,6)];
j=[normfilteredPureQD(:,1) normfilteredPureQD(:,4) normfilteredPureQD(:,6)];
k=[normfilteredPureQD(:,2) normfilteredPureQD(:,3) normfilteredPureQD(:,4)];
l=[normfilteredPureQD(:,2) normfilteredPureQD(:,3) normfilteredPureQD(:,5)];
m=[normfilteredPureQD(:,2) normfilteredPureQD(:,3) normfilteredPureQD(:,6)];
n=[normfilteredPureQD(:,2) normfilteredPureQD(:,4) normfilteredPureQD(:,5)];
o=[normfilteredPureQD(:,2) normfilteredPureQD(:,4) normfilteredPureQD(:,6)];
p=[normfilteredPureQD(:,2) normfilteredPureQD(:,5) normfilteredPureQD(:,6)];
q=[normfilteredPureQD(:,3) normfilteredPureQD(:,4) normfilteredPureQD(:,5)];
r=[normfilteredPureQD(:,3) normfilteredPureQD(:,4) normfilteredPureQD(:,6)];
s=[normfilteredPureQD(:,3) normfilteredPureQD(:,5) normfilteredPureQD(:,6)];
t=[normfilteredPureQD(:,4) normfilteredPureQD(:,5) normfilteredPureQD(:,6)];
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%Prepare 'PureIndices' and 'PureGroups' Results Matrices
PureIndices=[na nb nc nd ne nf ng nh ni nj nk nl nm nn no np nq nr ns nt];
PureGroups=[a b c d e f g h i j k l m n o p q r s t];
v=1;
w=1;
u=1;
PureComb=zeros(size(filteredUK(1)));
for u=1:20
v=1;
w=1;
while v<61
%Find the intensity level in the unknown mixture at eac of the pure
%wavelengths
rat1=filteredUK(PureIndices(:,v),u);
rat2=filteredUK(PureIndices(:,v+1),u);
rat3=filteredUK(PureIndices(:,v+2),u);
%Scale each of the pure samples so their maximum is at the level
%found in the previous step
mix1=PureGroups(:,v).*rat1;
mix2=PureGroups(:,v+1).*rat2;
mix3=PureGroups(:,v+2).*rat3;
%Create pure mixed filter by addition
PureComb=mix1+mix2+mix3;
%Perform Correlation
peak1=abs(corr(PureComb,filteredUK(:,u)));
%Document Results
Corr_Results(u,w)=peak1; %This is where correlation results are output
v=v+3;
w=w+1;
end
end

Published with MATLAB® R2013a
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